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I - Introduction 

Microcomputers are becoming increasingly more common in 

today's society. The cost of the unit Is decreasing, more 

software is available, and the quality has improved. As computer 

usage becomes more common in society, schools must respond 

through educational preparation and utilization. The number of 

pub I le school computers more than tripled between 1980 and 1982, 

increasing to nearly 100,000 by the spring of 1982 (Magarrel I, 

1982). Between 1980 and 1982 the number of home computers l n use 

grew more than seven-fold and the number of educational programs 

aval I able for these micros increased more than ten-fold (Zlajku, 

1983). Due to this growing availability, the curriculum in many 

schools currently includes work on the microcomputer. Given the 

potential impact of the computer on the educational development 

of children, it ls essential that computer training be offered in 

the schools. There ls much controversy, however, over the 

question of the age, or grade at which computer instruction 

should begin. 

Educational software ls currently being used by elementary 

and secondary teachers for dri I I and practice in basic ski I I 

areas such as reading and math, for tutoring in specific areas of 

knowledge, for demonstrating phenomena in the natural world, and 

for playing instructional games involving mathematical concepts 
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and logic. In the past few years, severaI programs have been 

developed for use by children younger than five years of age. 

Such programs include the use of music and color graphics to 

promote such concepts as: above and below, left and right, and 

moving an animated "shape room" where children can create pieces 

In various configurations. 

Many experts suggest that exposure to computers should begin 

in the early childhood and early elementary years, and that a 

basic understanding of computers at this level can promote better 

understanding at a later age. Others disagree, saying that the 

child wi I I tire of the microcomputer if exposed too early and on 

such a continual basis. 

Statement of the Problem

The major research question to be addressed in this paper is 

at what developmental level is the microcomputer most effectively 

integrated into the curriculum? Speclflcal ly, is the micro a 

viable educational tool for the early childhood and primary 

years? Secondly, how does the micro flt into the existing 

currricula for young children? 

The purpose of this paper was to provide a synthesis of 

current research and I lterature on the utll lzation of computer 

assisted instruction with young children. Also included are a 

brief section on computer utl I I lzatlon with special populations 

and curricular imp I icatlons. 
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II - Review of the Literature 

Very young children, as young as 18 months, can use a 

computer to execute simple programs. A toddler may touch a key 

and have a display of colors appear on the screen. Preschoolers 

can use a program in which they are asked to judge shapes or 

letters as being the same or different, try a maze, or draw a 

picture with a I lght pen. The TORTIS (Toddler's Own Recursive 

Turtle Interpreter System), a predecessor of LOGO, is a unique 

computer language that enables young children to program the 

actions of a turtle. It Is designed to teach such concepts as 

numbers, breaking the problems down into smaller steps, writing, 

and debugging procedures (Perlman, 1974 as cited in Zeiser and 

Hoffman, 1983). 

Preschoolers can execute a surprising number of operations 

with the microcomputer. Even four-year-olds can push keys on a 

microcomputer keyboard to move objects right and left, and up and 

down on a screen. At the same time the concepts of left and 

right can be developed. They can also generate various patterns, 

colors, letters and numbers; compare and match objects i.e. 

one-to-one correspondence; create shapes; and solve the 
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Intricacies of some fairly complex puzzles. The developers of 

educational software are just beginning to explore Its potential 

for use by young children. The range of poss lb I I !ties, for 

professional educators, should continue to Increase over the next 

few years. 

Child Development 

Knowledge of chi Id development patterns, physical and 

emotional, as wel I as cognitive, ls essential when considering 

educational programs for young children. Instruction at a level 

below the child's stage of cognitive development results in 

boredom while teaching beyond understanding creates frustration 

and confusion. Instruction compatible with the Intellectual 

level of the child is stimulating, challenging, and maintains 

interest. Therefore, developers of computer software must be 

careful to provide concrete interactive modes for children who 

are functioning at the preoperatlonal and concrete operational 

levels of development. 

Research on Computer Usage with Young Children 

In 1983, data were gathered to determine how a child's age 

affects choices of Instructional aids. Thirty-two children were 

observed for fifteen days, for a period of thirty minutes dally. 

When the data were analyzed, no significant differences were 

noted In their choices. Both children under five years of age and 

those over five chose the computer with equal frequency (Winkle, 
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1982). 

Bloomstrand (1984) studied the Interaction of young children 

with the computer. They played games for as long as time 

al lowed. The dril I and the logic development games were received 

very enthusiastlcal ly. Spatial relation activities were also 

popular. Many children asked to use the computer during free 

time, thus providing evidence that preschoolers enjoy computer 

Interaction. 

The most commonly reported observation was that children 

were very enthusiastic about working with computers--whether 

trying to do simple drll I and practice exercises, doing very 

complex simulations, writing or learning to program. Informal 

reports suggest that when software Is wel I-designed for teaching 

a particular subject and the teacher Is knowledgeable about using 

a computer, the children's use of the computer complements the 

teacher's work and contributes to learning. The microcomputer 

provides a tool by which children can practice ski I Is, pace 

themselves as they learn the material, repeat necessary lessons, 

and progress to the next level of difficulty if appropriate 

software Is aval I able for their use (Zeiser and Hoffman, 1983). 

Brebner (1980) reported that certain children, especially 

those who learn slowly or need to repeat lessons, appear to learn 

more read! ly when they can proceed at their own pace through the 

computerized lessons and can repeat each lesson as often as they 

choose. Similarly, exceptionally capable children were able to 
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proceed through lessons as rapidly as they choose. Such children 

progressed quickly through materials and appeared to feel that 

they were control I Ing the pace of their efforts. 

Si lvern (1983) reported evidence that children learn 

material better and more quickly when using the microcomputer 

than they might otherwise. One teacher reported that "time on 

the computer" had been used as a motivator and reinforcer for 

completing other tasks. 

Nida, Daniel, Shade, Plplnskl and Watson (1984) studied 

preschoolers and their Interaction with the computer. They 

concluded that preschoolers can work with microcomputers and can 

use the keyboard with minimal Instruction and minimal software 

adaptations. They also noted that there was I ittle change In the 

amount of Interaction between the children and their peers, and 

that I lttle supervision was needed after Initial instruction in 

computer usage. 

Sheingold (1983) suggested that microcomputers might be used 

to help children get In touch with the symbol le aspects of what 

they already know, or are learning about from other experiences. 

For example, real chicken eggs could be Incubating In a preschool 

classroom at the same time that a computer simulation of the 

development of a chick Inside an egg was available In class. In 

such an Instance, children might be more apt to make connections 

between the real world and the Images provided on the 

microcomputer. 
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ikl I I De~J_opment Ib~.h_Cpmputer Uti I ization 

Burg (1984) reported that computers can be used to promote 

divergent thinking or conformity, freedom or restriction, 

self-confidence or fear. She also stated that choosing the 

system by which the educational tool is to be used ls the 

responslbl I lty of the teacher. Also, teachers often lack 

computer knowledge and, therefore, feel that the computer ls not 

doing Its job. Teachers should strive to Increase their own 

knowledge of the computer In order to make It an effective 

learning tool for children. 

Some of the computer's capabl I itles for promoting learning 

In young children were also noted by Burg (1984). She stated 

that the computer can encourage problem solving ski I Is and the 

direct manipulation of concrete objects. Children can guess the 

missing color of a blank square In a grid of symmetrically 

arranged colored objects, or bu! Id a block structure on the right 

side of the screen to match what the computer has arranged on the 

left side. Then children can use this same program with real 

blocks to work out the problem In three dimensions. There Is a 

game In which the chi Id guesses the number the computer ls 

thinking using clues provided In the program. Games are designed 

to encourage the chi Id to guess which Item does not belong In a 

set of graphics. The advantage ls that the computer can provide 

Immediate feedback to Inform students of their accuracy. 
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Computers can be used to stimulate divergent thinking. 

Children can play "How many different ways can you arrange these 

blocks?". They work with "real blocks" selected by the computer 

and enter as many combinations as they can. The computer shows 

them al I of the possible combinations when asked. Chidren, as 

young as preschool age, are also using their creativity to 

suggest the content for new games. 

There Is evidence that computers can be used to develop 

counting patterns (Wilburg, 1984). Elementary students need to 

learn to count by 2's, 5's, 10 1 s, 3's and so on. A simple 

computer program al lows children to gain experience with creating 

different counting patterns as part of the regular mathematics 

curriculum. To do this, students entered and ran the fol lowing 

program: 

N = 0 

2 N = N + 

3 PRINT N 

4 GO TO 2 

In this loop pattern, I lne 2 can be changed to read N = N + 5, then 

N = N + 2 and so forth. The children In Wi I berg's study enjoyed 

the activity and were found to learn counting patterns more 

quickly than students who did not participate In the computer 

program. 

Zeiser and Hoffman (1983) designed a program in which 
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students were asked to make the decision of whether two shapes on 

the video display of the microcomputer were the same or 

different. The correct answer resulted in a flashy display 

across the screen, and incorrect answers brought no change in the 

image on the screen. 

Raths, as noted in Zeiser and Hoffman (1983), contends that 

many mathematical and visual discrimination programs are ski I I 

and dri 11 programs. In such programs the computer del Ivers 

certain questions, or situations, and children respond with 

either correct or incorrect answers. Behaviors that Indicate 

that thinking Is occurlng in these programs are: 

l)observing--the child accumulates fact that are related to the 

overal I problem, 2)comparlng--the chi Id uses observations to 

compare two or more objects, and 3)classlfying--purposeful 

grouping on the basis of relationships. Most programs written 

for young children are dri I I and practice programs such as this. 

Another type of computer activity Involving mathematical 

skills is the simulation (Zeiser and Hoffman, 1983). In 

simulations real I ife problems are presented and the child must 

seek a solution. Certain data are given to the users and they 

must use logic and decison-making ski I Is to manipulate the data 

and solve the problem. In one program, for example, the child 

sets up a lemonade stand. The decisions that must be made 

include: how much lemonade to make, how much money to spend on 

advertising, cost of supplies, and so forth. Other variables 

such as inclement weather are added; this comp I icates the 
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situation and requires additional problem solving ski I Is • 

.s.ense of Control and Se.L.f.::.f~~ 

Si lvern, (1983), feels also that computer work gives children a 

sense of control over their own learning and may contribute to 

higher self-esteem. Children can work at a lesson untl I they can 

complete the program successfully. This helps to build a good 

self concept and to lessen the discouragement that is created 

when children feel as If they are behind the rest of the class 

because their lessons are not completed. 

Computer feedback to children on their progress during 

lessons also appears to motivate them, thus, Improves time on 

task and fosters positive attitudes towards learning. Through 

programs that automatlcal ly moved the learner to a higher level 

of difficulty when the previous level had been mastered, children 

were able to cover more material than they might have otherwise 

mastered In the same period of time (Hal lworth and Brebner, 

1980). Preliminary reports on microcomputer usage, as wel I as 

reports by teachers already working with children and micros, 

Indicate that there Is Improved learning and enthusiasm when 

children use microcomputers. 

Plestrup (1981) worked with 55 three and four-year old 

children, helping them learn reading readiness concepts on the 

Apple 11 microcomputer. Concepts Included: "above", "below", 

"left", and "right". She reported that both teachers and 
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children were enthusiastic and that criterion tests on the four 

concepts showed that children improved during the 3-week period 

with the computer. 

At a San Francisco Bay area school, disadvantaged 

klndergartners worked weekly for seven months with Commodore PET 

computers; programs Included mathematics, visual discrimination, 

name, and telephone number practice. Each of the twelve children 

Involved in the study had a computer to use and was al lowed to 

explore the keyboard extensively. They grasped the connection 

between pressing a key and observing that something new appeared 

on the screen. Gradually the children learned to progress 

through the programs, Increasing the amount of time they could 

work with the computer from 15 to over 35 minutes. In later 

tests of the children's abl I lty to learn from the computerized 

Instruction, four children performed better on certain math, 

counting, and telephone number tasks than six children who had 

not used the computer (Hungate, 1982). 

Sheingold (1983) stated that, contrary to earl fer concerns, 

using a computer might contribute to soclabi I tty rather than the 

opposite. Self esteem appears to be fostered by the confidence 

and satisfaction generated through exercising control over the 

computer, making choices during a program, and learning to 

program. Positive self concept development has been cited, as a 

side benefit, by several teachers working with young children. 

At one preschool, Sheingold noted that a "shy" chi Id gained the 

respect of class members and Improved his social ski I Is as a 
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result of his demonstrated computer "expertise". 

In Morgantown, West Virginia, Warash (1984) viewed the 

computer as a motivational tool for teaching three- and four-year 

olds and as a complement to the Language Experience Approach. 

Children verbalized more about their computer-drawn pictures than 

their hand-drawn ones. Warash also bel !eves that, in addition to 

motivational considerations, t~e computer can be beneficial 

'because It provides the opportunity for the chi Id to produce 

perfect letters and shapes. 

Nieboer (1983) Included a computer In a preschool setting 

and found It to be wholly justifiable. Every child In the study 

chose to work in the computer center at least once during the 

course of the study. It never was considered to have Interrupted 

the flow of classroom activity and no management problems were 

noted. It was felt that the computer center al lowed 

opportunities for fine motor development, creative Involvement, 

verbal expression, problem solving, widened experience, and 

resulted In a sense of success and pride In achievement. 

Nida, Lipinski, Shade and Watson (1984) categorized twelve 

behaviors as prosocial, anti-social or neutral. They observed 

the behaviors of preschoolers by using Friedrich and Stein's 

Observational Scale during several one hour free play periods. 

Little change was noted In the social Interaction patterns of 

these children whether In the microcomputer area or other areas 

In the classroom. They also note that the critical factors to 
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consider in the Introduction of computers Into the preschool 

include the ratio of children to microcomputers and the amount of 

structure provided by the teacher. 

Too Much~. Too Soon? 

One common criticism of the Introduction of computers Into 

the early childhood classroom is that free time was interrupted 

and chaos results. One current study showed that while free time 

Is disrupted initially, after one to two weeks free play returned 

to normal (Lipinski, Nida, Shade and Watson, 1984). That same 

study addressed additional criticisms; the researchers found that 

there was no significant relationship between competence and 

computer time, and that girls spend as much or more time on the 

computer than boys. Previously it was thought that boys 

dominated computer time and were more competent In their usage. 

Chin (1984) Investigated whether preschoolers were being 

bombarded with too much, too soon. Chi Id development researchers 

at the University of Wisconsin-Madison contend that children 

write more If al lowed to "fool around with the keyboard." These 

special lsts also consider that when computers are properly 

introduced into the home or classroom, preschoolers can use them 

to sharpen such ski I Is as eye/hand coordination, fine motor 

ski I Is, spatial concepts, problem solving. Chin also interviewed 

teachers at the Bing School of Stanford University who had been 

using microcomputers in the early elementary classrooms since 

1981. She found that children enjoy computers and, If properly 
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utilized, children's self-esteem and social interaction as well 

as their cognitive and motor skll Is can be Increased. 
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II - Computer Adaptations for Special Populations 

With the current focus on mainstreaming of disabled students, 

jmodlficatlons are needed In ·the basic computer. Many adaptations 

have been made for the physically impaired to ensure benefits from 

this relatively new technology. 

( Nonvocal children with severe physical handicaps can now use 
\ 

the microcomputer as a speech output communication aid. One 

program, available for the Apple II micro, ls TALK II. By using an 

. Echo I I speech synthesizer, the Apple is converted Into a speech 

. output communication System. TALK 11 al lows for a totally 

:customized vocabulary from 1 to 800 letters, words and phrases al I 

of which can be accessed from one or two key presses. Al I of the 

vocabulary can be deleted, added to, or moved around at any time. 

TALK I I can accommodate up to 200 sentences. The chi Id can "speak" 

•any message up to 100 words long in a single key press, thus 

Increasing the speed of spoken conversation. The message can be 

displayed on a monitor, spoken, printed, or stored. Once It is 

;stored It can be spoken with one or two key presses. (Rushakoff, 

1983) • 

Another problem that the physically Impaired have with 

computers concerns the typical input devlce---the keyboard. 

However, a variety of input devices are avai I able. The Computer 

'.King Keyboard for the Apple I I Plus computer has 1 3/4" diameter 

:keys which are sllghtly recessed. Single switches are also 
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available for children whose physical limitations preclude them from 

using the standard keyboard. Special I ight pens al low the chi Id to 

indicate his or her choice directly on the display screen to make a 

correction or executa a drawing. There are also pressure sensitive 

screens that enable the user to Interact directly with the display. 

Controls can be activated by touch, drawing, sound, I Ight, gesture 

or even a glance. A scan mode Is also avai I able in which the 

letter, or number, characters are arranged horizontally on the 

'screen and a pointer, or marker, performs a step-scan process from 

left to right across the characters untl I the switch Is activated 

indicating a desired entry. An auxl 11 lary keyboard, operable with 

one finger, fngernall sensitive and headstlck sensitive are two 

other aval I able variations. Many of these special systems can also 

be mounted directly on a wheelchair for the individual. 

For an impaired student who cannot use the keyboard, stil I 

another solution is aval I able. On standard Apple game paddles, 

there ls a tiny switch on the side. This can easily and 

inexpensively be replaced with a switch that Is either larger or 

more accessible. Movement of this larger switch would be much 

easier for some handicapped students. Al I of these devices must be 

secured by the teacher, leaving original devices such as the 

keyboard Intact. Finally, there are expanded keyboards available 

which would be useful for children when it is found that a larger 

keyboard would prove to be more functional. 

In the area of creative arts, physically disabled children can 

often use some percussion-I Ike instruments. Microcomputers, and 
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appropriate software, al low these children to bypass their motor 

dlsabl I !ties and generate their own musical creations. They can 

write music, save It, edit and play It al I through the microcomputer 

system. In the area of art, many physically Impaired children are 

often I imited to such simple tasks as flngerpalnting. Software 

available for creating art projects al lows for the production of 

color artwork and animation even with I tttle physical motor 

facil tty. Artwork can also be saved and changed at a later time. 

Perhaps the most Important function of the microcomputer with 

the physically Impaired Is to Improve self concept. Students who 

have not developed a strong sense of autonomy because of their 

constant dependence on others for basic needs, can perform on their 

own. They have a powerful chance to develop their own feel lngs of 

self-worth and to regard themselves as successful learners and 

performers. 

Teachers of special needs children who are often overwhelmed 

with bookkeeping aspects of education wll I find It helpful to 

develop Individual !zed Educational Plans with the computer. Record 

keeping Is easier; Information on each student's goals and 

short-term learning objectives, along with learning methodologies, 

costs and resources can be stored on floppy disks. 

Theref~re, computers In the classroom, even for special 

populations, provide many advantages. In addition, the quality of 

speech synthesis as wel I as the qua I lty of programs for the computer 

is Improving. The computer Is Interactive and enables a child to be 
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In control of his or her own learning. The chi Id can adjust 

programs to a comfortable rate. Special clldren can be accomodated 

so they are a part of the regular classroom, yet the unit is 

self-contained. Only a basic knowledge of computer language Is 

necessary to operate a microcomputer. However, I lterature on 

computers for special populations does not address the question of 

cost of spec I a I I zed software. For this reason, caution shou Id be 

taken when considering the direct application of these data and 

Ideas. 

Sources of instructional software for special education are 

Ii sted In append Ix A. 
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V - Curricular lmpl icatlons and Summary 

Despite the positive considerations in the curriculum, there 

are, of course, disadvantages. One obvious deterrant to Introducing 

microcomputers In kindergarten and elementary classrooms is the 

ratio of computer cost to the number of children who can use It at 
' / 

one time. Another problem Iles In the development of individual !zed 

programs. Even If teachers acquire the necessary skll Is to create 

programs, time Is st! I I an Important consideration. One possible 

solution, In public school settings, would be to have older students 

write programs for the younger children. Courses on computer 

programming could require student projects which include the 

creation of usable programs meeting the specifications of 

kindergarten teachers. This teacher-student Interaction could add 

purpose to older students' learning and thus make It more enduring 

and meaningful. 

The danger exists that some people wl I I expect the youngest 

children to be able to program. Parents and others must be reminded 

that a five-year-old's Intellectual development Is Insufficient to 

write comp I teated programs. The preschooler's thinking depends more 

on trial and error than on logic. 

Recent brain growth research, which supports Piaget's theory of 

Intellectual development, also has lmpl !cations for the I Imitations 

of computer applications for this group. According to Epstein and 
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Piaget (1981 as cited In Burg, 1984), many and varied concrete 

experiences are crucial for children during ages four through six 

for optimum brain growth. Computers can be programmed to foster the 

manipulation of concrete objects. However, the computer Is often 

used for two dimensional rather than three dimensional simulated 

experiences. It Is essential to remember that the computer is only 

ONE tool---ONE experience. It must be used supplemental ly rather 

_/than as a primary element in the early childhood curricula. 

Computer hardware ls decreasing in cost. However, these costs 

are not addressed to any great extent in the I lterature. Educators 

must be aware of the cost of programs needed to appropriately 

supplement their instructional program when considering the purchase 

of a micro. 

One of the major advantages ls that the computer can help 

students pace themselves. Children can progress at their own rate, 

repeat parts that they don't understand, and skip parts that they 

have already mastered. In the future, as software improves, 

individual I zed instruction may become more of a real tty and children 

wi I I be able to proceed at their own rates through computer-assisted 

lessons appropriate for their levels of abll tty. 

Computers can also foster fine-motor ski I Is and eye-hand 

coordination. Additionally, they may have some value for the 

chi Id's emotional and social development. The computer has been 

proven to motivate children, Increase their attention span, give 

them a sense of Independence, and a sense of control. Computers 
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provide an Immediate response, aid In motivation, and make 

Individual lzatlon more possible. Often children regard the computer 

as recreational. At the same time, they are learning many valuable 

ski I Is and concepts that wi I I be Important In their later years. 

The Introduction of computers at this early age can help teachers In 

subsequent grades since students wl I I have had prior exposure; they 

can learn the basic functions such as "on/off" and terminology such 

as "cursor" and "menu". Society's technological advances require 

adults to have some computer knowledge; maybe It should be a regular 

part of a child's whole life. If computers are Introduced In the 

early grades In a pleasurable and yet challenging way, students will 

develop positive attitudes toward the technology. Whether 

Increasing numbers of students wi I I be exposed to computers at an 

early age is no longer a question. They wi I I be. 

Computers can also be used effectively as a reinforcer. This 

can be observed In schools where children use the computer as a 

reward when they finish their other work. Teachers are, of course, 

in charge of what program they work with on a particular day, thus 

the computer can be used to reinforce previous learning or to 

strengthen concepts with a computer game. Therefore, practice Is 

enjoyable rather than tedious. 

One very Important factor In the effective use of the computer 

In the preschool and early elementary settings Is the appropriate 

use of software. A large amount of software Is available, however 

the teacher is responsible for It's selection and evaluation. 

Things to consider include the educational objectives of the lesson, 
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the tie needed for implementation, the biases contained in the 

program, accesslbi I ity of instructions, record-keeping, prerequisite 

knowledge, and qua I lty of materials. For further Information, an 

Educational Software Evaluation Form ls included as Appendix B of 

this paper. 

Al I indications point to the fact that computers are going to 

become an tntergral part of children's I Ives. One of the most 

crucial things that al I teachers can do Is to become more aware of 

computers and their potential for education. Teachers should take 

classes, attend lnservlce, and experiment with the computer. 

Exploration Into the world of technology Is needed in order to 

become comfortable with the systems before effective Instruction can 

result. Teachers of young children need to know how computers are 

being used, what they can and can not do, and what effects computers 

in the classrooms are I ikely to have on both teachers and students. 

In whatever way and in whatever capacity microcomputers are used In 

the classroom, the goal is the same: to help children learn more 

effectively. 

As a result of this Investigation, it was concluded that there 

Is conclusive evidence that the computer can be effectively 

introduced into the early elementary curriculum. Furthermore, If 

used as a supplement In the classroom, the microcomputer can be a 

viable tool for elementary Intervention. 
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Selected Sources of Instructional 
Courseware for Special Education 

lquarius Publishers, Inc. 
1.0. Box 128 
ndi.an Rocks Beach, Florida 33535 
~13) 595-7890 
!ppk, TR5-80 
t, Elnn,~HS 

lehavioral Engineering 
l30 Mt. Hennon Road, Suite 2(11 
icotts Valley, California 95066 
~) 438-5649 . 
lpplt 11+ (48K), Commodort 64, Vic 20 IBM PC 
:ltm, HS · ' 

:Omput-Tations, Inc. 
1.0. Box 502 
iroy, Michigan 48099 
313) 689:5059 
\pplt 11+ (48K), Atari 800 
:C, Elnn, HS, Post 

tomputer Courseware Services, a division of EMC 
~blishing/Changing Times Education Service 
00 York Avenue 
it. Paul, Minnesota 55101 
~12) m-1555 · 
!pplt II+, TR5-80 models I & Ill, Commodort PET 
:C, Elnn, HS . . 

lhe Conover Com~ny 
1.0. Box 155 
:lmro, Wisconsin 54963 
:n•> 685-5707 
\pplt, TRS-S0, Atari 
:ltm, HS, Post 

>ata Command 
1 ~9 East Court Street 

tankakee, Illinois 60901 
815) 937-1816 
!pplt II & II+, TRS-80 models I & Ill 
tltm 

Developmental Leaming Materials 
One OLM Park 
Wen, Texas 75002 
n4> 248-6300 
!pplt (48K) 
1m, 

:ducational Activities, Inc. 
.937 Grand Avenue 
laldwin, New York 11510 
H6) 223-4666; (800) 645-3739 
!pplt, TRS-80, Atari, Commodort 
:C, Elm,, HS 

¼ptivt Firmware Card 
Adaptive Peripherals 
4529 Bagley Ave. N. 
Seattle WA 90103 

Express 111 
Apple Keyguard " 

Prentke-Romich Company 
R.D. 2, Box 191 
Shreve OH 44676 

King Keyboard (expandea keyboard} 
Apple Keyguard. 

Technical Aids and Systems for the HandicaF 
2075 Bayview Ave. · 
Toronto, Ontario 
M4N 3M5, Canada 

Omni 
Communications Research Corp . 

. 1720-130th Ave. N.E. 
Bellevue WA 98005 

Expanded Keyboard 
Cacti Computer Services 
130 9th St. S.W., 
Portage la Prairie, Manitoba 
RlN 2N4, Canada 

Tetra-Scan II 
Zygo 100 

Zygo Industries 
P.O. Box 1008 
Portland OR 97207 

Journal of Apple Courseware Review 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
Box 28426 

. San Jose, Califorrtia 95159 

Miao Media Review 
Box 425 
Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877 

MiaoSift News 
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory 
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Sch<><:>l Microware Reviews 
Dresden Associates 
P.O. Box 246 
Dresden, Maine 04342 
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE EVALUATION FORM 

PP.RT A: BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Program Title: ____ .. _______ _ ______ Cost: ______ _ 

Hardware_ o.r System Re< juirements: __ _ 

·----·-·------------
Type of Media: 0 5• Floppy Disk 

0 Cassette Tape 

Skill/Ability/Grace Level: 
( 

Producer/Dal£: 

PART B: INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE 
1: Are instructional objectives specified? 
2: Are· the objectives stated clearly? 
3. Do the objectives fit in with the existing 
_ educational objectives established by the 

teacher, school district or program? 
4. Can the objectives be easily adapted for 

specific individualized instructional purposes? 
5. Are the objectives significant or extensive 

enough to warrant the expenditure of funds? 
6. Have the objectives been developed to meet 

the needs of specific student populations? 
. If "yes," specify population: 

PART C: CONTENTS 
1 .· Are the contents accurate in meeting the 

specified objectives? . 
2. Are the contents appropriate to the students' 

maturational leve!{s)? 
3. Is the length of the program appropriate to 

the stud"::mts' maturational level(s)? 
4. Are the _cont.-rits motivating, interesting, 

attention-ger.ing and enjoyable? 
5. Are the contents attractive, color1ul, and 
- otherwise aesthetically pleasing? 
6. Do ttie contents foster positive attitudes, 

vali.:es and behaviors towards others? 
7. Are the contents free of any racial, cultural 

or sexual biases? · 
8. Is this program a more effective way of 

presenting material thari has been 
traditionally offered to the students? 

9. Are all of the instructions accessible within 
the prograrn as neect:J? 

10. Arc the prcaram instructions easy-to-follow 
wit~1out ex:1:r,sive referral to the manual? 

YES 
D 
0 

D 

D 

0 

D 

YES 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
11. Is information provided on how to "escape" . 

from the program at any time? D 

NO 
D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

0 

NO 

0 

D 

D 

0 

n 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

Typ'c! of Pro<Jram: 0 Tutorial (Developing Concepts) 
0 Drill and Practice 
D Entertainment 
0 Other, Sr)ecify _______ _ 

Content Area: _______ _ 

---------·------- -----

--
PART D: FEATURES YES NO 
1. Is there a record keeping system which 

records students' responses? 0 D 
2. Does the program provide for the assess-

men! of and programming for instructional 
needs of students? 0 0 

3. Does the program provide practice for 
remediation purposes? D D 

4. Is the program adaptable for small groups 
as well as individual use? D D 

5. Can the program be run with or without 
sound, depending on the requirements of 
the instructional setting? 0 D 

6. Will the program load, boot and'or run 
without extensive user knowledge of the 
use of microcomputers? 0 o. 

PART E: DOCUMENTATION YES NO 
1. Are the program authors/developers 

identified? 0 0 
2. Are the authors respected educators? D D 
3. Do the authors have the knowledge an~ 

expertise in the area for which the program 
has been developed? 0 D 

4. Is th;}re an instructional manual 
accompanying the program? D D 

5. Does the manual provide information 
relating to: 

A Field testing? D D 
B. Program objectives? D D 
C. How the program works? D D 
D. Suggestions for helping students with 

the program? D D 
E. Possible follow-up activit_ies? D 0 

PART F: OTHER CONSIDERATIONS YES NO 
1. Are purchasing procedures clearly stated? 0 D 
2. Are all guarantees and warrantie:. specified 

in writing? D D 
3. Is the making of a backup disk permitted? 0 D 
4 Are the materials of a high quality and . 

well-labeled? D D 
5. Is the program adequately packr1ged for 

storage and durability? D .0 

SUMMARY 

D Excellent 
[l Very Good 
[] Average 
0 Fair 
D Poor 

OVERALL QUALITY: 

SIGNATURE OF EVALUATOR: ________ _ 

RECOMMENDATION: 
D Purchase lmmooiately 
D High Priority as funds become available 
D Do not purchase • 
D Other, Specify ______ - ______ _ 

_ _____ DATE OF REVIEW: 
~,r,g'1t-:.J19d3. E.irly Years Magazine, Bo, 12c6. Darien. CT OE920 
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